
 

                                
 
 
February 16, 2015 
 
 
Personnel and Animal Welfare Committee 
Councilmember Paul Koretz, Chair 
Los Angeles City Council 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA  90012 
 
Re: February 17, 2015, Item 4.  Department of Animal Services report in response to 

Motion (Koretz – O’Farrell) relative to implementing changes to the Los Angeles 
Municipal Code to increase the number of cats that a City resident may own from 
three to five [Council File 13-1513 – Number of Cats Owned by Residents] 

 
Dear Chair Koretz and Committee Members: 
 
The Urban Wildlands Group (UWG) is a Los Angeles-based organization dedicated to the 
protection of species, habitats, and ecological processes in urban and urbanizing areas.  
Endangered Habitats League (EHL) is southern California’s only regional conservation 
group.  EHL is dedicated to the protection of our diverse species and ecosystems and to sensitive 
and sustainable land use for the benefit of all the region’s inhabitants.   
 
The Personnel and Animal Welfare (PAW) Committee has for consideration a report from the 
Department of Animal Services (Department) dated February 12, 2015 that proposes to remove 
limits on the number of cats that a City resident may own and/or maintain at a residence.  The 
Department’s General Manager has presented a proposal, with only minor changes from the 
report the PAW Committee considered one month ago, that is still grossly insufficient to support 
any sort of policy decision on your part and still continues to avoid or analyze significant issues 
surrounding the increase in the number of cats per residence in the City of Los Angeles.  UWG’s 
comments submitted on January 19, 2015 still apply, as does the letter sent to you by attorney 
Babak Naficy on November 3, 2014 on behalf of the plaintiffs (including UWG and EHL) in 
Urban Wildlands Group et al. v. City of Los Angeles et al.   
 
The proposal continues to be deeply flawed: 
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• It provides no mechanism to ensure that additional cats beyond three are kept indoors.  
Any scheme that mixes indoor, outdoor, and indoor/outdoor cats at an address is clearly 
not meant to be enforced.  Annual inspections will do nothing to affect the day-to-day 
behavior of the people recruited by the Department to take “foster” cats.    

• It ignores that the cities on which the proposal is based have laws that prohibit cats from 
running at large without permission of owners on whose property the cats trespass.  

• It ignores that the City of Laguna Beach, allegedly a model for the program, limits the 
total number of cats to six and gives specific square-footage requirements to have two or 
more cats. 

• It creates ambiguity about whether outdoor cats fed at a residence are owned and counted 
under the Cat Kennel Ordinance.  The 2013 Citywide Cat Program proposed to amend 
the Cat Kennel Ordinance to exempt free-roaming outdoor cats from the Cat Kennel 
Ordinance so obviously the City’s own interpretation of the law is that outdoor cats count 
toward the kennel limit.  

• It fails to accurately assess the cost of the proposal or to provide a funding stream for 
enforcement.  Without a realistic plan to fund enforcement, the program cannot be 
expected to be feasible or its limitations enforced. 

• It conflicts with the permanent injunction in Urban Wildlands Group et al. v. City of Los 
Angeles et al. (Los Angeles Superior Court Case No. BS115483) in that feral cats would 
be among those adopted out to people under the new program, thereby making it an 
action in furtherance of the City’s TNR program for feral cats, which is explicitly barred 
by the injunction. 

 
We have previously highlighted a series of steps that could be taken to reduce the number of 
unowned and unwanted cats over the long term: 1) require that all cats be licensed; 2) adopt a 
prohibition on cats running at large; 3) enforce the spay/neuter ordinance and provide low-cost 
spay/neuter for owned cats; 4) continue to accept unowned stray and feral cats at shelters and 
euthanize them if suitable homes are not available; and 5) enforce the existing ordinance that 
bans feeding of non-domesticated mammalian predators, which the feeding of unowned cats 
outdoors does by providing that food to raccoons, skunks, and coyotes.  We strongly encourage 
the PAW Committee to consider these initiatives instead of the current proposal from the 
General Manager.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Travis Longcore, Ph.D. 
Science Director, The Urban Wildlands Group 
 

 
 
Dan Silver, M.D. 
Executive Director, Endangered Habitats League 




























